Hello! 
Thanks for bringing the Porter the Hoarder Reading and Family Engagement Project to your school! 
This folder will provide materials to make your roll out as awesomely smooth and smoothly awesome as possible!

The link to the shared Parter Documents folder is:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/q1e3ky7lhr09bup/AAD4QKZ6u0XVSZAvhXrXYq7Va?dl=0

This folder contains: 
Book Cover Image: The cover of Porter the Hoarder and the Ransacked Room to use in your materials.

Creator Biographies & Pics: Bios and Pictures of Sean and Rebecca from the back of the book, as well as a more formal biography for Sean. 
Digital Book: This is the same book hosted on our website for reading in class. It comes in handy if you have firewall issues that prohibit accessing our site.

Graphic Design: This folder should give you the elements to create your own Porter documents such as flyers, etc.  The folder includes:
	- Character Designs: Illustrations you are welcome to use on any/all of your materials.
	- Document Fonts: These are the fonts we frequently use in our materials. You are welcome to do the same, or change it up!
	- Flyer Background: A general texture.
	- Napoleon Dynamite Banner: Feel free to use this in your materials. This is a custom design 	and doesn’t require clearance by the movie studio.

How to Draw Porter:  This folder contains:
	- Character Drawing Template: This is a blank mostly-finished Porter design that helps littles 	make their own facial features/emotions.
	- How to Draw Porter:  This .pdf demonstrates each step to drawing Porter, and includes examples of using simple facial features to create several emotions.

Parent Homework Page: PDFs in English and Spanish. Note that they are 8.5” x 15”. 
Publicity Pictures: Pics from our reading and signing events that you may use for your promotional materials.

Stationery: 8.5”x11” templates to use for your flyers. In both landscape and portrait orientation.

Training Deck: This is a PowerPoint/.pdf deck that walks teachers through the steps of launching the project on the kick-off day. Feel free to customize with your logos and contact information.

Thanks again for being part of this year’s Porter the Hoarder Reading and Family Engagement Project.

We can’t wait to hear how it goes!
 
- Sean 
seancovel@mac.com


